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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tantárgy neve:</th>
<th>European Competition Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tantárgy Neptun kódja: | nappali: AJAMU102LLMN2  
levelező: AJAMU202LLML2 |
| Tárgyfelelős intézet: | Civilisztikai Tudományok Intézete  
Agrár- és Munkajogi Intézeti Tanszék |
| Tantárgyfelelős: | Dr. habil. Szilágyi János Ede egyetemi docens |
| Közreműködő oktató: | Dr. Juhász Ágnes egyetemi adjunktus |
| Javasolt félév: | 2. félév (tavaszi) |
| Előfeltétel: | - |
| Oraszám: | nappali: 2 óra/hét  
levelező: 8 óra/félév |
| Számonkérés módja: | kollokvium |
| Kreditpont: | 4 |
| Munkarend: | nappali/levelező |

**Tantárgy feladata és célja:**  
Competition is one of the most important elements of the market economy. The competition law of the European Union can be divided into two parts, namely a written part and a case-law part. The course aims at providing a general overview of the competition law of the European Union, which serves as a pattern for the Member States.

**Fejlesztendő kompetenciák:**  
tudás: T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T9  
képesség: K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6, K7, K8  
attitűd: A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6  
autonómia és felelősség: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

**Tantárgy tematikus leírása:**  
1. Competition law and the market economy. An overview of EU competition law (rules, actors, case law)  
3. Anti-competitive agreements, different kinds of agreements, horizontal and vertical agreements, types of horizontal and vertical agreements, restriction of competition.  
4. Lawful agreements, block exemptions, bagatelle cartels.  
5. Joint ventures, R&D  
7. Dominant position, collective dominant position.  
8. Abuse of dominant position
| 9. Specific abusive conducts: exclusive agreements, tying, refusal to supply, rebates |
| 10. Predatory pricing, margin squeeze, intellectual property rights |
| 12. Private enforcement of competition damages |
| 13. Mergers: jurisdiction, EU case allocation system, procedure |

### Félevközi számonkérés módja és értékelése:
For obtaining the signature, students can choose between writing a classroom test or an essay. Classroom test is about the learned topics of lectures and about the supplementary materials given by the lecturer. To get the signature, students shall reach at least 60% on the written test. If student choose to write an essay, it can be any topic in the field of competition law, agreed with the lecturer of the subject. The essay shall be at least 20.000 and maximum 40.000 characters.

### A kollokvium teljesítésének módja, értékelése:
Students shall perform the lecture due to a written exam. The test incorporates the full topic of the lecture. The marks are the following:

- 0-59 % - fail (1)
- 60-69 % - pass (2)
- 70-79 % - satisfactory (3)
- 80-89 % - good (4)
- 90-100% - excellent (5)

### Kötéléző irodalom:
Course Compendium on European and Comparative Competition Law – A selection of study material (legal sources, court decisions, studies) designed for the course by the course lecturer(s). The Compendium is aimed at the use of the LLM program students solely and is not intended for commercial circulation. A copy of the Compendium is available to every student in the program.

### Ajánlott irodalom:
12. Lang, John Temple: *Reprisals and Overreaction by Dominant Companies as an Anti-Competitive Abuse under Article 82(b)*, In: European Competition Law Review, 2008/1., pp. 11-15
16. Waelbroeck, Denis: *Michelin II: A Per Se Rule Against Rebates by Dominant Companies?*, In: Journal of Competition Law & Economics, 2005/1., pp. 149-171